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We have studied the response of ferromagnetic liquid crystal to external magnetic and electric fields, and 

compared it to the usual response of nematic liquid crystals (NLCs). We have observed effects, which are 

not present in pure NLC and are a consequence of the coupling between the nematic director and the 

magnetization. Electro-optic effect, which is in the ferromagnetic phase the same as in pure NLC, is 

accompanied by a converse magnetoelectric effect. Magneto-optic effect differs completely from the one 10 

observed in the pure NLC, where it is a quadratic effect and it only appears when a magnetic field larger 

than a critical field is applied perpendicular to the director. In the ferromagnetic NLC in addition to the 

response to the perpendicular field, there is also a qualitatively different response to the parallel field. 

Contrary to pure NLC no critical field needs to be exceeded for the system to respond to a perpendicular 

field, but a critical field needs to be exceeded to observe a response to the field parallel to the director and 15 

antiparallel to the magnetization. The critical field is in this case two orders of magnitude smaller than the 

critical field of the magnetic Frederiks transition in pure NLC. The experimental observations are well 

described by a simple macroscopic theory. 

In solid materials polar ordering, i.e., ferromagnetic or 

ferroelectric ordering, has been known for a long time and is still 20 

widely studied for its importance in many applications. The 

crucial constituents of materials that exhibit polar phases are 

magnetic or electric dipoles. If the interaction between the dipoles 

is large enough, they orient in the same direction which results in 

macroscopic spontaneous magnetization M or electric 25 

polarization P, which are the order parameters of polar phases. 

Long range polar ordering in liquids is rare. Ferromagnetic liquid 

phases have been observed in liquid helium1, in undercooled 

liquid metal alloys2, and recently, in suspensions of ferromagnetic 

platelets in a nematic liquid crystal (NLC)3. Ferroelectric order 30 

appears in the ferroelectric liquid-crystal layered phases made of 

chiral rodlike molecules 4 or polar bent core molecules 5, and also 

in some columnar phases6,7.  

Most important property of polar materials is their strong 

response to external fields. Even more interesting are materials 35 

that possess two order parameters, which are sensitive to different 

external fields. Such materials are called multiferroics and are 

subjects of many studies8–12. If such a material possesses 

simultaneously magnetization and electric polarization and if the 

two order parameters are coupled, the electric polarization is not 40 

only affected by electric but also by magnetic field. The effect is 

called direct magnetoelectric effect, while the opposite effect, i.e., 

when the magnetization is controlled by electric field, is converse 

magnetoelectric effect. These effects have been observed in many 

solid materials9–11. 45 

The discovery of ferromagnetic ordering in suspensions of 

ferromagnetic platelets in NLCs gives us a unique opportunity to 

study similar effects in a liquid. In these suspensions polar 

magnetic ordering is accompanied by orientational ordering of 

NLC.  50 

In NLCs elongated molecules on average orient along a common 

direction, called the director, which is usually denoted by a unit 

vector n with inversion symmetry  n n . The nematic phase is 

not polar, and the order parameter of the phase is a traceless 

tensor  1

3
S  Q n n I , where S is the scalar order parameter 55 

describing how well the molecules are on average oriented along 

n13. At constant temperature (and away from defects) S is 

constant, and the nematic order can be described only by n.  

Orientation of n is affected by external fields. While the terms in 

the free energy density describing coupling of a polar order with 60 

external fields are linear in field, e.g. 
0 M H  or  P E , the 

terms describing the coupling of the nematic order with an 

external field are quadratic14,  0a   E Q E  or 

 0a   H Q H  , where 0 is the vacuum permeability and 0  

the vacuum permittivity. The dielectric anisotropy a  and the 65 

magnetic anisotropy a  are the differences of dielectric constant 

and magnetic susceptibility along and perpendicular to n, 

respectively. If the anisotropy is positive, n tends to align along 

the corresponding external field.  

The NLCs are also birefringent with the optical axis parallel to n. 70 

In the usual electro-optic and magneto-optic effects the external 

field changes the orientation of n, which consequently affects the  
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Fig. 1 A schematic of a LC cell (left) and the microscopic structure of the 

ferromagnetic suspension (right). Glass plates (blue) have ITO electrodes 

(gray). In the absence of external field the average macroscopic director 

n0 and magnetization M0 are homogeneously oriented in the plane of the 5 

cell. Microscopically the director (orange) is distorted around the platelets 

(dark red, represented side-on). Dark red arrows indicate magnetic 

moments and red lines magnetic field. 

propagation of polarized light through the sample. While the 

magnetic anisotropy is small and usual NLCs do not respond to 10 

small magnetic fields, the dielectric anisotropy is large ( 10a  ) 

and consequently strong electro-optic response forms the basis 

for the ubiquitous presence of modern liquid-crystal displays.  

Similarly to magnetoelectric materials, which are described by 

coupled M and P, a suspension of ferromagnetic nanoplatelets in 15 

a NLC can be macroscopically described by coupled M and n, 

where M describes the density of magnetic moments. The 

coupling is a result of the interaction of the NLC with the surface 

of the nanoplatelets, which is in our case such that in the absence 

of an external field the order parameters are parallel. M directly 20 

responds to magnetic and n to electric fields. However, due to 

their coupling M also indirectly responds to electric field and, 

vice versa, n to magnetic field. These are converse 

magnetoelectric and (indirect) magneto-optic effects, 

respectively. 25 

Like the electro-optic effect these effects in NLCs differ from the 

analogous ones in solid materials. The reorientation of M in 

solids happens by the reorientation of magnetic moments (spins), 

while the crystal orientation remains the same. In a ferromagnetic 

NLC the reorientation of n and M is the reorientation of the 30 

molecules and platelets, i.e., “the crystal”, and is consequently 

also accompanied by a flow of the material. This leads to the 

characteristic continuous variation of order parameters and a 

complex dynamic response of the system. Here we focus on static 

properties.  35 

Theory and results 

In the studied suspension of magnetic nanoplatelets in the NLC 

the surface of the nanoplatelets was treated so that they oriented 

with their short axis parallel to n. Magnetic interaction between 

the platelets was such that the magnetic moments of the particles 40 

were aligned ferromagnetically, which resulted in a macroscopic 

M along n (Fig.1)3. 

We used typical NLC cells in which a liquid crystal is placed 

between two glass plates with surfaces treated so that in the 

absence of external fields n and M were homogenously oriented 45 

in the plane of the cell (Figure 1a). If an external field is applied 

perpendicular to n, both order parameters vary continuously with 

position, so that (at constant temperature, pressure, H, and 

electric displacement field D) the total free energy    

 
0 ,elast coupl D H surfF F F F F F     , (1) 50 

is minimal. F0 is the free energy describing the ferromagnetic 

nematic phase. It includes only the magnitude of M and the scalar 

order parameter of the nematic phase S, which are at constant 

temperature assumed to be constant. If n varies with position, 

there is an additional Frank elastic energy13: 55 

        2 221
1 2 32

0

d

elastF K K K dx         n n n n n ,

 (2) 

where Ki  1,2,3i  are the splay, twist and bend elastic 

constants, respectively. There are similar elastic terms associated 

with the deformation of M. They are identical to the nematic 60 

elastic terms, where we replace n with M and Ki with so called 

spin-wave stiffness constants Ai . We have estimated Ai to be at 

least two order of magnitudes smaller than Ki and neglected these 

terms15. The coupling term3 

  
21

02

0

d

couplF dx   n M   (3) 65 

describes the coupling between the order parameters, where   is 

the coupling constant, and  

  1
, 0 2

0

d

D HF dx     M H D E  (4) 

is the coupling of M and n with external fields. Here 
1

0


E ε D  

and the dielectric tensor 
a   ε I n n , where 

 is the 70 

dielectric constant perpendicular to director. Because the 

magnetic anisotropy is small, we neglected the direct coupling of 

n with H.  

In the surface term13, 

  
21

2surf sF W  n n , (5) 75 

W is the strength of the surface anchoring and ns the preferred 

direction of n at the surface.  

We assume that the physical quantities depend only on coordinate 

x (Fig. 1), so only the integration over the thickness of the cell d 

is needed. 80 

Response to the electric field 

Firstly, we looked at the response of the system to an external 

electric field. We measured the changes in orientation of M and n 

as a function of the amplitude of the AC voltage Uamp applied 

between the glass plates. Reorientation of n was determined by 85 

measuring the phase difference between ordinary and 

extraordinary light (see Experimental Methods). For evaluation of 

the reorientation of M its component along the applied field was 
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measured.  

 
Fig. 2 Electro-optic and converse magnetoelectric effects. a) A schematic of the director orientation n (orange ellipsoids) and the magnetization M (red 

arrows) below and above the critical electric field. b) Normalized phase difference vs applied voltage showing electro-optic response. c) Magnetization vs 

applied voltage showing converse magnetoelectric effect. The error bars indicate SEM. Lines are the fits (see text). 5 

 

 
Fig. 3 Magneto-optic effect in transverse field. a) A schematic of the director orientation n (orange ellipsoids) and the magnetization M (red arrows) with 

and without magnetic field. b) Normalized phase difference vs external magnetic field showing magneto-optic response. Pure 5CB remains undisturbed at 

these fields. c) Magnetization curve. Induced magnetization of pure 5CB is less than 0.1 A/m at these fields. Lines are the fits (see text). 10 

The response of n was typical of NLC in an external field (Fig. 

2b), i.e., n remained unchanged until a critical voltage was 

exceeded, then it underwent the so called Frederiks transition to a 

deformed state (Fig. 2a). Such behavior is a result of the 

competition between the elastic energy, which is zero in the 15 

undeformed state, and the electric energy, which is the smallest 

when n is parallel to the external field. The orientation of n at the 

surface is determined by the boundary conditions, which prevent 

a homogeneous reorientation of n along the external field. The 

critical voltage Uc at which Frederiks transition occurs is 20 

determined by the splay elastic constant K1, the dielectric 

anisotropy 
a , and the surface anchoring W. The sharpness of the 

transition depends on the angle that ns forms with the surface 

(pretilt). Frederiks transition thus enables measurements of K1, 

a , W, ns and also K3, which influences the deformation of n 25 

above Uc.  

The magnetization M behaved similarly (Fig 2c). Its component 

along the electric field started to increase at the critical voltage 

and then saturated at the same voltage as the phase difference. In 

this case the distortion of M followed the distortion of n, since no 30 

additional torque was acting on it, i.e., no external magnetic field 

or boundary conditions. 

We calculated the distortion of n and M in the external voltage by 

numerical minimization of the free energy (Equation (1)) and 

determined the parameters that describe the experiments best by a 35 

least square fitting procedure (see Experimental methods). Fits 

are shown as lines in Figs. 2b and 2c. For comparison, Frederiks 

transition of the pure NLC is also shown. From the measurements 

of the phase dependence on the external voltage also the 

anisotropy of the index of refraction n can be determined. We 40 

compared n  and the elastic constants K1 and K3 in the 

suspensions with the measured in the pure NLC: 0.96
pure

n

n





, 

1

1,

0.89
pure

K

K
 , and 3

3,

0.92
pure

K

K
 . The anisotropy n  is 

proportional to the nematic scalar order parameter S and the 

elastic constants are roughly proportional to S213. The decrease of 45 

K3 in the suspension corresponds to the decrease of S, determined 

from n , while the decrease of K1 is slightly larger. The obtained 

anchoring strength and the pretilt angle are 

  5 23.4 0.11 10  JmW      and 0.03 0.01 rads    for 5CB, 

and   5 24.3 0.11 10  JmW      and 0.15 0.022 rads    for 50 

the suspension. The values for anchoring strength are typical and 

the pretilt angle for 5CB is in the range specified by the cell 

producer. In the case of the suspension the transition is less sharp 

and that gives apparent pretilt angle larger than for 5CB. 

Response to the magnetic field 55 

Next, we studied the response to a small external magnetic field 

applied perpendicularly to n and M. In pure NLCs, analogously 

to electric transition, magnetic Frederiks transition can be 

observed as a result of the direct coupling of n with H13. The 

critical field needed to reorient n in the magnetic case depends on  60 
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Fig. 4 Magneto-optic effect in parallel field. a) A schematic of the director orientation n (orange ellipsoids) and the magnetization M (red arrows) below 

and above the critical magnetic field. b) Transmitted light intensity through the sample between crossed polarizers as measured by polarizing microscopy. 

Error bars indicate SEM. c) Magnetization curve. 

K1 and the magnetic anisotropy 
a , which is small, e.g., for the 5 

NLC we used, 61.6 10a
  . That gives the critical magnetic 

field of 290 mT for the LC cell thickness used in our 

experiments. The magnetic fields we applied were smaller than 

20 mT, so the pure NLC remained undistorted. 

The situation was different in the case of the ferromagnetic 10 

suspension. Most significantly, no critical field was needed to 

induce the distortion of n and M (Figure 3), which is 

characteristic polar behavior. The component of the 

magnetization in the field direction initially increased linearly 

with the external field and saturated in the fields higher than 10 15 

mT. No hysteresis was observed.  

In this case the torque of the external magnetic field acts on M to 

reorient it perpendicularly to the initial direction, while the torque 

at the LC cell surface and the nematic elastic torque act on n to 

keep it in the initial direction. If no coupling of n to M existed, M 20 

would align along the field and n would remain undisturbed. For 

a finite coupling the deformation of n is smaller than that of M as 

depicted in Figure 3a.  

Again we fitted the results as described for the electric case. 

Because the dependency between the elastic constants and the 25 

coupling parameter   in the fitting procedure is significant, we 

fixed the elastic constants to the values obtained in the electric 

measurements. The dependence of M on H gives 110 70    

and from the fit of the phase dependence we obtain 60  . The 

fit of the latter describes the behavior qualitatively well, however, 30 

the measured phase difference  H  at larger H is smaller than 

expected. This is probably the result of increasing light scattering 

with increasing magnetic field which was observed in the 

experiments. The scattering is due to larger deformations of the 

director around the platelets, which also cause a decrease of 35 

 H . The minimum of 
 

 
1

0

H


 is shifted to positive values 

because of finite pretilt of ns. The dependence of the response on 

the thickness d of the cell is different from the usual magnetic 

Fredericks transition, where the critical field scales as 1/d. For 

strong anchoring, i.e., /K W d , the field needed to induce a 40 

typical distortion in a ferromagnetic NLC scales as 21/ d . For 

weak anchoring, /K W d , this field also depends 

nonanalitically on W. 

If an external field is applied along n in a NLC with a positive 
a  

(or 
a  in the case of magnetic field), orientation of n will not be 45 

affected. A ferromagnetic NLC, however, is polar and thus 

sensitive also to the sign of the external magnetic field. If the 

magnetic field is applied in the direction of M, both M and n 

remain undistorted. On the other hand, when it is applied in the 

opposite direction of M, it is energetically favorable for M to 50 

reverse. Indeed a reversal of M and n is observed when a small 

critical field Hc is exceeded (Fig. 4b,c). There is a difference 

between this case and the case when the field is applied 

perpendicularly to M, where no critical field is observed. The 

magnetic torque 
0 M H is for H Μ  maximal, while for 55 

||H M  it is zero. In the latter case the system is in a metastable 

state and any distortion of n and M is driven by thermal 

fluctuations. So to understand the difference and why there is a 

critical field in one case and not in the other, we have to look at 

these fundamental hydrodynamic excitations of n and M. In the 60 

equilibrium due to thermal excitations the orientation of n and M 

fluctuates around the average orientation n0 and M0 (Fig 5a). The 

eigenmodes of fluctuations are overdamped waves with 

amplitudes and relaxation times that depend on the wavevector q 

and viscoelastic properties of the material13. The slowest, 65 

fundamental eigenmode has the largest amplitude and is the one 

with the smallest wavevector. In a finite sample the smallest 

wavevector is given by 0q
d


 , where d is the sample size. In a 

NLC slab there are two fundamental modes, i.e. the splay and the 

twist(Fig.5a b).  70 

When an eigenmode is thermally excited, there is a distortion of n 

and M, and, consequently, an elastic torque that drives relaxation 

of n and M back to n0 and M0. A viscous torque opposes this 

relaxation. When an external magnetic field is applied, there is an 

additional torque that changes the relaxation times and 75 
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amplitudes of fluctuations. When the field is applied in the 

direction of M0, this torque will add to elastic one and make the 

relaxation of fluctuations faster and their amplitudes smaller (Fig 

5b). If the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to M0, the 

additional torque will increase the amplitude of the fluctuations 5 

with amplitudes towards the field direction and will decrease the  

 
Fig. 5 Fundamental eigenmodes of thermal orientational fluctuations in a 

slab of a ferromagnetic liquid crystal. a) Comparison of the fundamental 

splay eigenmode in zero field and in a small magnetic field showing 10 

transverse magneto-optic response. b) The twist fluctuations below the 

critical magnetic field. c) Relaxation rate of twist fluctuations vs. parallel 

external magnetic field showing slowing down of the fluctuations when 

approaching the critical field. Error bars indicate 1σ uncertainty of the 

least square fits. 15 

fluctuations away from it. Larger fluctuations will also be slower. 

As a consequence the average directions nH and MH will be tilted 

towards the field and distorted (Fig5a). When a field is applied in 

the opposite direction to M0, the field will slow down all 

fluctuations equally and they will have the same larger amplitude. 20 

As long as the elastic torque is larger than the field one, the n and 

M will relax back to n0 and M0 (Fig. 5b). When the field is 

increased the fluctuations become larger and slower. At the 

critical field both the amplitude and relaxation times of the 

fundamental eigenmode diverge and the torque, that drives this 25 

relaxation to the equilibrium, is zero. Consequently, when this 

eigenmode is thermally excited, n and M do not relax back, but 

remain in a distorted state, which is now a new equilibrium state. 

Similar argument explains the critical field of the usual Frederiks 

transition13,16 and the experiments showing critical slowing down 30 

of fluctuations in the usual NLCs at electric17, magnetic18, and 

optic19 Frederiks transitions have been performed using different 

light scattering techniques. 

In the ferromagnetic NLC we have measured critical slowing 

down of the fluctuation using differential dynamic 35 

microscopy20,21(Experimental methods). Fig.5c shows the 

dependence of the measured relaxation rate 
1


of the fluctuations 

on the external magnetic field. It goes to zero approximately at 

the same critical field as magnetization reversal starts (Fig. 4b). 

This critical field has been shown to be3 40 

 
2

2

2 2 2

2 0

c

MK
H

K M d

 

 
 


 (6) 

The reversal of magnetization starts as a twist deformation, so the 

relevant elastic constant is K2. From the values for 47 A/mM  , 

2 3.5 pNK  , and 
0 1.5 mTcH  we get 130  , which is in 

agreement with the values obtained from the fits. 45 

Coupling coefficient and anchoring 

The value of the coupling coefficient can be estimated from 

microscopic picture. Let us assume a very thin platelet with the 

surface S0, thickness dpl and anchoring strength Wpl. The total 

surface energy of a single platelet is  
2

0 02 platelet

surf pl sS F S W  n m50 

. Here ms is the preferred direction of the director on the particle 

surface, i.e., in our case of perpendicular anchoring it is parallel 

to M. If the platelets were independent, the corresponding 

coupling energy density is obtained by multiplying this energy by 

number density:   55 

  
2

0

d
pl

coupl s

pl

cW
F dx

d
   n m   (7) 

This can be compared to Equation (3). c is the volume fraction. 

Similar expression for cylindrical particles was derived in Ref. 22. 

From the measured coupling coefficient γ, we can get an estimate 

for 6 23 10 J/mplW   . The estimated anchoring of the director at 60 

the platelets surface is rather weak. However, this is only a crude 

estimate giving the upper value of the anchoring, since the 

platelets are not independent, i.e., they interact elastically, due to 

nematic mediated interaction, and magnetically. They are also 

polydisperse. 65 
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Comparison to paramagnetic suspensions 

Since n is coupled with the surface of magnetic particles, 

ferromagnetic ordering is not needed to observe magneto-optic 

effect as was discussed already by Broschard and de Gennes23. In 

paramagnetic suspensions the reorientation of the director can be 5 

observed when magnetic field is applied perpendicularly to the 

magnetic moments of the particles. Although the idea to enhance 

the sensitivity of NLC to magnetic field by addition of magnetic 

nanoparticles is very old23, aggregation of the magnetic particles 

was the main experimental problem. As pointed out in Ref. 3 the 10 

aggregation can be prevented by nematic mediated interaction, 

that crucially depends on the shape of the particles and the 

anchoring on their surface. Perpendicular anchoring have been 

shown to stabilize suspensions of platelets3 and of elongated 

particles24. While the magnetic moments of the platelets are 15 

parallel to the director, the long axis and the magnetic moments 

of the elongated particles lay in the plane perpendicular to the 

director. In Ref. 24 a small magnetic field was used to orient them 

in the same direction. This interesting field induced biaxial phase 

showed large magneto-optic effect when the field was applied 20 

along the director, i.e., perpendicular to the magnetic moments. 

However, the application of the field also caused reversible 

flocculation of the particles. 

In other studies to avoid aggregation only very diluted stable 

suspensions of elongated ferromagnetic particles in nematic 25 

liquid crystals were experimentally realized, where magnetic 

interaction between the particles was negligible and, in many 

cases the reorientation of the nematic director was observed at 

lower magnetic fields compared to the field needed to reorient 

pure liquid crystal25–29. Small low field magneto-optic response 30 

was observed in more concentrated suspension, where in most 

cases the suspensions showed aggregation28,27,29. This magneto-

optic response is at least two orders of magnitude weaker than the 

one we observed in the transverse field. 

Conclusions 35 

We have studied the response of the ferromagnetic liquid crystal 

to external magnetic and electric fields, and compared it to the 

usual response of the pure NLC. We have observed effects, which 

are not present in the pure NLC and are a consequence of the 

coupling between the nematic director and the magnetization. 40 

Electro-optic effect, which is in the ferromagnetic phase the same 

as in the pure NLC, is accompanied by a converse 

magnetoelectric effect. The system is so a rather unique example 

of a soft material, in which the magnetization can be controlled 

by an external electric field. Magneto-optic effect differs 45 

completely from the one observed in the pure NLC, where it is a 

quadratic effect and it only appears when a magnetic field larger 

than a critical field is applied perpendicular to the director. In the 

ferromagnetic NLC we observe two types of magneto-optic 

effects. In addition to the response to the field perpendicular to 50 

the director, there is also a qualitatively different response to the 

parallel field. Contrary to the pure NLC no critical field needs to 

be exceeded for the system to respond to a field applied 

prependicularly to the director, but a critical field needs to be 

exceeded to observe a response of the material to the field applied 55 

parallel to the director and antiparallel to magnetization. The 

critical field is in this case two orders of magnitude smaller than 

the critical field of the magnetic Frederiks transition in the pure 

NLC. The observed effects form the basis for the possible 

applications of the material. 60 

In future work we will focus on dynamics of the response of 

ferromagnetic liquid crystals to external fields. While 

measurements of the dynamics of director are well established, 

how to measure fast dynamics of small magnetization is still a 

challenge.  65 

Materials and Experimental methods 

Sample preparation  

Ferromagnetic suspension has been prepared by quenching a 

suspension of scandium-doped barium hexaferrite (BaHF) single 

crystal nanoplatelets30 in pentylcyanobiphenyl (5CB, Nematel) 70 

from isotropic to nematic phase3. The thickness of the platelets is 

about 5 nm, the distribution of the platelet diameter is 

approximately log- normal, with mean of 70 nm and standard 

deviation of 38 nm. The nanoplatelets are magnetically 

monodomain with magnetic moment perpendicular to the plane 75 

of the platelets. Dodecylbenzenesulphonic acid was used as a 

surfactant. It favours a perpendicular orientation of n at the 

surface of the particles, so the platelets in NLC orient themselves 

with the surface normal parallel to n, i.e. with magnetic moments 

parallel to n. The suspension in nematic phase was centrifuged 80 

and then aggregate free part was filled in the LC cells (Instec, 

Inc.) with ITO coated and rubbed polyimide surfaces to achieve 

excellent planar orientation. Thickness of the cells was 

20.4 μmd  . Initially the samples were polydomain and strong 

enough magnetic field was used to transform the samples to 85 

monodomain ones. From the measured value of magnetization we 

estimated the volume concentration of the platelets to be 43 10 . 

All the measurements were performed at 25 oC. 

Magnetization measurements 

The magnetization curves of the samples were measured by 90 

vibrating-sample magnetometer (LakeShore 7400 Series VSM). 

From the measured magnetization curves the diamagnetic 

contribution measured in a cell filled with pure 5CB was 

subtracted to obtain the magnetization curve belonging to the 

magnetic platelets, i.e., magnetization of the sample. 95 

Measurements of the phase difference 

Changes in the director orientation in the sample were measured 

using polarizing microscopy. The sample was rotated between 

crossed polarizers so that the angle between the polarizer and the 

director was 45 degrees. The intensity of monochromatic light 100 

transmitted through the sample was measured to determine the 

phase difference   between the ordinary and extraordinary light. 

An interference filter for 632.8 nm  was used to filter the light 

from the halogen lamp used in the microscope. From the 

measurement the normalized phase difference 
  or 

1
(0)

U H


  105 

was determined, where  0 is the phase difference in zero 

magnetic or electric field. U is the amplitude of the AC voltage (f 

= 10kHz) applied between the ITO electrodes. 
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 Relation between the measurements and the model 

We chose the z axis of coordinate system to be along undeformed 

director and magnetization and x axis to be perpendicular to the 

cell surface, i.e., in the direction of external fields. The distorted 

director and magnetization are only functions of x and can be 5 

represented by unit vectors,  sin ,0,cos n and 

 / sin ,0,cosM  M , where angles   and  are function of 

x. The measured magnetization and the phase difference are 

related to   and   by 

  
0

sin

d

xM M x dx   (8) 10 

and 

   0

0

d

e ok n x n dx    (9) 

where      2 2 2 2 2

0 cos sine e on x n x n x      and 
0en  and 

on are 

extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices, respectively. 

0

2
k




 . From the phase difference in the absence of external 15 

fields,   0 00 ( )e on n k d   , the anisotropy of the index of 

refraction 
0e on n n    is determined. 

Taking into account 0 E  and 0 D , the electric part of 

the free energy density can be written as  

 
2

1

2 2

0

1

sin

x

a

D

   
 


D E  (10) 20 

where Dx is a constant related to the applied voltage 

 
2

0 0
sin

d

x

a

D dx
U

   


 . (11) 

 

Fitting procedure 

Distortion of n and M in an external field was calculated by 25 

numerical minimization of the free energy density per area, i.e., 

Equation (1), with respect to φ and ψ. The distortions were 

calculated for a set of Dx or H for estimates of parameters 

 1 3, , , ,sp K K W   , where φs is the angle describing the 

preferred direction of the director at the surface 30 

 sin ,0,coss s s n . From the distortions the phase difference 

  and the magnetization Mx were calculated as functions of U or 

H. The parameters that describe the experiments best were 

determined by a least square fitting procedure. This method is 

better than the usual fitting procedure31 of Frederiks transition 35 

since it includes finite anchoring and pretilt angle φs. 

Differential dynamic microscopy (DDM) 

DDM is an alternative method to dynamic light scattering. It has 

been demonstrated that it can be used in bulk nematic liquid 

crystals to measure relaxation rates of orientational fluctuations21. 40 

Its advantage is that it can also probe slow dynamics at small 

wavevectors where usual dynamic light scattering experiments 

are difficult to perform. We have extended the method to probe 

also confined NLCs.  

We used Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope with 10x objective 45 

(NA=0.25). The light source of the microscope was a halogen 

lamp (Osram HLX64623), the numerical aperture of the 

condenser was set to 0.1. The polarization of the incoming light 

was along z-axis, i.e., it coincided with the direction of the 

nematic director. The analyzer was parallel to the polarizer. For 50 

each value of magnetic field a sequence of 22500 images with 

resolution 512x512 pixels and frame rate of 50 images per second 

was taken with CMOS camera (IDS Imaging UI-3370CP).  

It can be shown that in such a geometry the splay-bend mode can 

be measured when the in-plane component of the wavevector is 55 

parallel to n32 and the twist mode when it is perpendicular to n. 

The linear fit of the dependence of relaxation rate on the square 

of the in-plane wavevector gives the relaxation rate of the 

fundamental splay mode in the splay-bend case, and a sum of the 

modes with 
0q

d


  and 

1

2
q

d


  in the twist case. The relaxation 60 

rate obtained in the latter case has for pure NLC a value between 

the relaxation rates of both modes,. i.e. 22
0

0 1

1 K
q

 
  and 

22
1

1 1

1 K
q

 
 , where 

1  is the rotational viscosity of the NLC13. In 

the ferromagnetic NLC the orientational fluctuations of n and M 

are coupled and, consequently, the relaxation rates are more 65 

complicated3, but still have similar wavevector dependence. 
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Schematics of converse magnetoelectric, transverse and 
parallel magneto-optic effects in a ferromagnetic liquid crystal. 
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